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for Kate, just because
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Postpartum

The barn cat slinks onto the porch and stretches out across a 
swatch of afternoon sun. Last night, she left a tiny, headless rabbit 
bleeding on the mat. Did you know a baby rabbit is called a kit, 
short for kitten? It’s a funny thing, the way we name our progeny. 
A kitten is not a cat—or a rabbit, even; an infant is not a man. The 
sun was once something called a protostar—an embryo born 
under the weight of a dust cloud’s own collapse. Billions of years 
later, the barn cat is picking fur from between her toes, and 
somewhere in the tall grass, a rabbit is missing.
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For Shame

I.

Sugar-mint smoke on my lips, that first
Virginia Slims menthol behind the tennis courts
at a football game—thirty yards from a fallow field
where thirty years before, my father charged
an offensive line so many times that the knot
on his brow sunk deep into the memory-meat
of his frontal lobe. Forget it, father,
for I have sinned. With cigarette pinned between
prepubescent lips, I blow—don’t suck—don’t know
yet the power of a hungry inhale, snake swallow
and syrupy release. Smoke spills from the red-hot tip,
dissolves into the thick cinnamon air of October
overtime. But what is smoke and what is just
my own wet breath?
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II.

Valentine’s Day & this man is asking me if I need
cash—he has it—while he shifts across
the sleet-slick streets of Murfreesboro, TN.

No, I say, it’s fine. Tonight, my big first time:
we two drunk strangers on a cat-hair-covered futon
slumped on the soggy floor. The bars of its base

flare like ribs against the wall but there’s nothing
inside—nothing beating, nothing singing, just
nearby bodies doing their best. Naked,

I can touch the edges of childhood and this man
is thirty, with chest hair & an ex-wife. Here is an empty
Hungry Man platter he’s fashioned into an ashtray.

An overturned beer can. A TV on crates. Once more, he
offers to pay me. I tell him, No. I promise, Nothing.
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III.

Bone-white pills & tap water. Anesthesia is optional
if you’re old enough. I stare at the clinic’s pimpled ceiling

& the Drifters sing There Goes My Baby—serendipitous
track list piped through the bulletproof building.

. . . moving on down the line

Can I erase it all like chalk? The father—soon just a man again.
I told him not to come & this time, he didn’t.

wonder where, wonder where, wonder where . . . 

The lie of one night—draining glasses & the way he caught me
when I slipped. His steady hand, sure as a father’s. I thought . . . 

Something inside me has shut down like a factory. Lights out for
the last time. Folks gone for good. Only thing left, the scatter

of trapped birds that, out of necessity, built their homes in the rafters.
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IV.

At six, I learned of Original Sin, that ink-black stain
on all our souls. The sexual indiscretion of the first

man & his second wife, Lilith in the shadows. What does it mean

to be born damned? I can never say it enough—

Our Father—though I’ll finger these beads
’til their paint rubs off, & at night whisper, Oh God

into the darkness of an empty street or the ear

of some nameless man.

Mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa.

They told me when unbaptized infants die, they wait

in Limbo, sit with malformed limbs

& prayerless mouths. But when He comes for them,
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won’t He be nothing—a shape 
they can’t see,

movement
& light they won’t 
remember?
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City Planning

First, you’ve got to build a wall—
put all your booze and bending women
just outside and it’ll be enough

to keep most people from asking
What’s behind those stones?
Tuck your children into corners

or bury them under floorboards or
bind them like feet. Grind up the bones
of your dead so you can build

new bricks. Just be prepared—
the ground you’ve got to live on
will tighten. You’ll see less

of the sky and the air will be sour
with the stench of those stones.
You will run out of things to eat.

Once in a while, a woman might
toss an onion over the wall. Don’t
give it to the children. Hide it

under your skirt and eat it
in the middle of the night,
when everyone else is sleeping.
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You’ll be the only one in town
who knows what onions taste like.

You’ll be the only one.
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Friday Mass

Ceremonial gymnasium—two hundred children
lined up like empty cups on the yellow-wood bleachers

that opened from the wall—a fist, released. The smoky bite
of incense pouring from the censer never could overcome

the pervasive sweat of adolescence, buzzing fluorescents
drowning out the sound of the penitential act. From my place

at the back—where the unbaptized lot tended
to settle, rooted in Original Sin—the scriptures were

a crow’s song. Come spirit, flame tongue, sacrifice
and a list of demands. In class, we were allowed to take

an unblessed wafer, feel it melt against our soft palates—
how I wanted to know the taste when the Word was made flesh.
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Playground

The swing set. Beside it,
Allison arranged us—

Margaret, a mother horse
on her hands and knees, legs

spread. Emily, a foal. Face buried
under Margie’s plaid skirt.

The rest of us girls waiting
our turn to be born

before we were broken
up. Flaking red monkey bars

strung with a few raw
wood planks, splintered

by sun, stained by lost
pieces of candy pilfered

from the caf. Here, we dissected
Sister Mary Andrew’s sex

talk—how our boys couldn’t help
themselves, found their bodies
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in the night. Then ours.
How we must save them

with shut mouths and crossed
legs. Once, I was locked

on the tennis courts with Bradley.
Sister told us we’d stay there

until we learned how to get
along. For an hour,

I sat quiet, watching
Bradley trap and crush

a cockroach with the sweaty
heel of his hand.
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Garden of Earthly Delights

Chain link rattle, a line of boys jerk
the dugout fence. Delicate fingers
turn beastly, like talons, mouths

buckling into barbarous
howls. Their parents applaud
from the bleachers. Under care

of a sitter, cover of the occasional clink
of pint-sized bat to ball, my sister and I
slip away with the rest, convent

of bored girls drifting toward
a blemish of undergrowth flourishing
along the creek. We summit to decide

our roles for play. A mother, busy
with mud pies, I barely notice
when a real man enters

our ephemeral home. The other girls
follow some resonant command, return
to bleachers, wiping dirt

from their hands. My sister embarks
on her fatherly duty, a distant thicket,
the promise of a palmful
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of berries. The man and I
assess each other. He is tall, pleased
in gray sweats. I am caked

in red dust, kneeling by the creek.
I imagine this is what he saw, though
I am young and memory

is a slippery thing, a crawfish
discovered under a disturbed
rock, then veiled by kicked-up silt.

I was a flash of something
edible. He was a damp hand
holding the stone.


